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Abstract— This paper examines burst contention resolution
problems in optical burst switching (OBS) networks. Since burst
contentions take place i) when the network is congested by
increased input traffic, or ii) two or more bursts demand the
same wavelength exactly at the same time even though there is
no congestion. From these insights, we present two novel methods
that make higher throughputs and lower burst losses in the OBS
network.

First, from the viewpoint of flow control, we propose a burst
flow control algorithm that controls the length of a burst based on
the congestion price on its path. With the proposed flow control
algorithm, the OBS network achieves improved efficiency and
fairness compared to the case where a burst contention resolution
scheme is solely used.

Next, we develop an edge delay method which decreases burst
losses especially when two or more bursts are overlapped in the
core nodes. When some bursts need buffering to avoid contentions
at core nodes, the proposed method makes them be delayed for
the required buffering time at its ingress edge instead. Through
extensive simulations, we demonstrate its performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Optical Burst Switching (OBS) has been consid-
ered as a promising solution for optical networks due to its
bandwidth efficiency and implementation simplicity [1]–[4].
However, since most of the current optical core routers are
not supporting optical buffers, or if any, with highly limited
storage capacity, burst contention is unavoidable when two or
more bursts are competing for the same wavelength resource
at a time. Burst loss by such a contention degrades the OBS
network performance severely, and hence various contention
resolution schemes have been proposed from time, wavelength
and space domain prospect [1], [2].

Unfortunately, resolving the burst contention depending
solely on these schemes has a fundamental limitation in that
if the network is congested by increased input traffic or
equivalently increased burst length, they cannot avoid the burst
loss by the congestion and consequently their performance will
be unpredictably deteriorated.

This is especially harmful to TCP (transmission control
protocol), which is the majority of the Internet traffic, since
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most of TCP implementations are not effective in dealing with
burst losses when a burst contains a large number of TCP
segments [3]. So we need to carefully investigate whether these
current resolution schemes are simply enough to solve such a
network inefficiency problem.

In this paper, first we propose a burst (or edge-to-edge)
flow control algorithm in the OBS network where an edge
node assembles its burst of edge-to-edge flow in a timer-based
manner with the identical timer interval. The proposed flow
control algorithm adjusts the burst size based on the congestion
prices, each of which is associated with a wavelength at a
link. The congestion price is increased when its corresponding
wavelength is congested, and decreased when under-utilized.

In another view point of the burst contention, the possibility
of contention always exists when there is no congestion at
all. For instance, suppose that two bursts demand the same
wavelength at the exactly same time. In that case, one of them
should be dropped even though there is sufficient capacity
in the core. Definitely, these contentions can be successfully
avoided when core nodes support a buffering capability to
holdup bursts. However, such a solution is very complex and
expensive because it requires many Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs)
as the optical buffer at each port of core nodes. Moreover, up
to current technology, FDLs have limited buffering capacities
and coarse unit delay time.

Our second question is how to resolve these contentions
without using expensive FDLs in the core nodes. In this paper,
we focus on using electrical buffers at each edge node in
the OBS network, which is economical and has relatively
less problems on buffering capacity. In our proposed method,
when some bursts need buffering in the specific core nodes,
they are delayed for the amount of required buffering time at
its ingress edge node instead. In other words, by using the
electrical buffer at edge nodes we can control the offset time
(the time interval between the control packet and its burst) and
consequently control the actual burst arrival at core nodes in
the direction of reducing the burst contentions. Traditionally,
the burst offset time has been used for only compensating the
processing delay between the control packet and its burst.

Through extensive simulations, we demonstrate that with
both of the proposed flow control algorithm and edge delay
method, the OBS network achieves improved efficiency and
fairness compared to the case where conventional burst con-
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Fig. 1. The time diagram for departure of both control packets and bursts
of the flow s ∈ Sλ in ingress edge node: The burst with its duration Bs(t)
(sec) and its control packets are sent every burst assembly time T (sec).

tention resolution scheme is solely used. Especially, when edge
delay method is used the burst loss performance is comparable
to that when using some amount of FDLs in every core nodes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we define the OBS network model and give flow
control algorithm in that network. In Sections III, the edge
delay method is presented, and in Section IV, we present the
simulation study of the proposed algorithms. In Section V, we
conclude our paper.

II. A FLOW CONTROL ALGORITHM IN OBS NETWORK

A. OBS Network Model

We consider an OBS network that consists of a set of fiber
links, L = {1, · · · , L}, where each link l has a set of different
wavelengths Λ. A channel that uses a single wavelength λ ∈
Λ in the link l is defined as lλ ∈ Lλ. We assume that no
wavelength converter resides in the network due to its cost and
complexity, and therefore each channel is independent from
each other. The optical network resources are shared by a set
of burst flows or edge-to-edge flows, S = {1, · · · , S}, each
of which is composed of many end-to-end flows that use the
same edge-to-edge route. Especially, Sλ denotes a set of burst
flows that use a single wavelength λ ∈ Λ on its route (or
lightpath) to egress edge node. Each flow s ∈ Sλ has its rate
rs (bits/sec), and it can be represented as Bs

T Cλ, where Bs

(sec) is the burst duration time of flow s, T (sec) is the timer
value in a timer-based burst assembler [1], and Cλ (bits/sec)
is the capacity of the wavelength channel. We assume that T
is set to be equal for all burst assemblers. Each flow s has its
route to destination, defined by a set of wavelength channels,
Lλ(s) ⊂ L. Let Sλ(lλ) = {s ∈ Sλ|lλ ∈ Lλ(s)} be the set of
flows that use channel lλ.

Since there is a limit on the channel capacity Cλ, the
amount of bandwidth usage by all burst flows must be less
than or equal to the capacity at anytime. We formally rep-
resent this constraint as follows: for each channel lλ ∈ Lλ,∑

s∈Sλ(lλ) rs ≤ Cλ, or equivalently
∑

s∈Sλ(lλ) Bs ≤ T . The
nonnegative rate vector r = [r1, · · · , rS ], or burst duration
vector B = [B1, · · · , BS ] satisfying the capacity constraint
for all channels lλ ∈ Lλ is said to be feasible.

In the signaling protocol aspect, we assume that the OBS
network uses Just-Enough-Time (JET) [1] one-way reservation
protocol with slight modification in offset time calculation. As

shown in Fig. 1, source s ∈ Sλ having a burst to transmit
first sends a control packet over a control channel towards its
destination edge for channel reservation. After an offset time
os(t), the data burst with duration Bs(t) is sent over the chosen
wavelength channels Lλ(s), and the optical signal carrying the
data burst is not converted into the electrical signal inside the
core network. Note however that the optical signal carrying a
control packet should be converted into the electrical signal
at each node. In our model, the total offset time is defined as
the sum of basic offset time bos and extra offset time δs. The
basic offset time is set to be larger than or equal to the total
processing time in the intermediate nodes so that the data burst
does not overtake the control packet. The extra offset time is
dynamically adjusted to resolve burst contentions.

B. Proposed Burst Flow Control Algorithm

The notion of proportional fairness [5] has been accepted as
a balanced compromise between fairness and efficiency when
allocating limited resources. In the OBS network, proportional
fairness can also be achieved by the following aggregate log
utility maximization problem regarding the burst lengths.

max
B

∑

s∈Sλ

logBs (1)

s.t.
∑

s∈Sλ(lλ)

Bs ≤ αT ∀lλ∈Lλ
(2)

Bs ≥ 0 ∀s∈Sλ
(3)

where α ∈ (0, 1] is a target utilization. By the capacity
constraint (2), we can ensure that the burst loss by congestion,
which is inevitable with only burst contention resolution
schemes, does not happen. Moreover, one can attain a desired
compromise between burst loss ratio and goodput (the amount
of bursts that reached egress edge successfully) by adjusting
the value of α. For instance, if α is set to a large value, then
the limit of the goodput that the network can achieve will
be high, although a novel burst contention resolution scheme
is necessary for high goodput due to increased possibility of
burst loss. In contrast, if α is small, then the burst contention
resolution will be relatively easy and the network can achieve
low burst loss ratio, but at the cost of reduced goodput.

The optimal burst length B∗ of this problem exists and
is unique because it is a strictly concave maximization
problem over a convex set [6]. Furthermore, using duality
theory and gradient projection method [6], the optimization
problem can be solved by the following distributed itera-
tions: for link lλ ∈ Lλ, µlλ(t + 1) = [µlλ(t) − γ(αT −∑

s∈Sλ(lλ) Bs(t))]+ where γ is a positive step size. For burst
flow s ∈ Sλ, Bs(t + 1) = (ps(t))−1 where the lightpath
price ps(t) =

∑
lλ∈Lλ(s) µlλ(t) is carried by control packets

in forward direction and fed back to the burst assembler
for s in edge nodes by backward control packets. The fol-
lowing theorem establishes the global convergence of this
distributed algorithm in an asynchronous environment. Define
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A1 = maxlλ∈Lλ
|Sλ(lλ)|, A2 = maxs∈Sλ

|Lλ(s)| and A3 =
maxlλ∈Lλ

∑
s∈Sλ(lλ) |Lλ(s)|.

Theorem 2.1: Suppose that communication delays between
sources and links are bounded by D respectively. Then, if
0 < γ < [α2T 2(A1A2 + 4A3D)]−1, starting from any non-
negative (B(0), µ(0)), the sequence {B(t), µ(t)} generated by
the asynchronous and distributed algorithm converges to the
unique primal-dual optimal solution of the problem (1)-(3).

Proof: The proof is straightforward following a standard
technique [6], and is omitted due to limited space.

Note that all the burst flows experience burst loss even at
steady state and thus the goodput of each user will be lower
than the throughput corresponding to the optimal solution B∗.

III. EDGE DELAY METHOD IN OBS NETWORK

In the OBS network, given that every core nodes contain
large capacity of optical buffers, burst contentions would be
extremely reduced. The main reason is from the fact that
contentions are not only the problem of congestion, but the
time overlap of consecutive bursts in the OBS network. The
buffering ability of nodes can solve this overlap issue easily;
yet immature and expensive optical buffer technology makes
it difficult to follow this answer.

When using one-way reservation protocol such as JET, edge
nodes cannot know the reservation information at the core
nodes beforehand, therefore they are informed after the burst
is dropped by the contention or successfully arrived. We argue
that if the burst contention is expected when its control packet
attempts to reserve the burst at core nodes, it would be a good
suggestion to delay the burst start time at the ingress edge
node for some amount of time to avoid this contention. In
other words, suppose that a contention is expected at the core
node with optical buffer. Then it should holdup one of the
bursts until the other bursts are served completely. Thus in the
exactly same way, that buffering can be done at the ingress
edge instead. We call this method as the edge delay method.

Using the electrical buffer at edge nodes gives a lot of
benefits in the aspect of complexity. For instance, the proposed
method doesn’t require any additional optical hardware to
implement. The electrical buffer is relatively cheap and known
as established technology.

A. Proposed Edge Delay Algorithm

1) Control Node: Usually a burst traverses several core
nodes in its route. However, an ingress edge buffer is capable
of taking charge of buffering task at only one of the core
nodes. This is because edge buffer only can substitute optical
buffer at one single core node. Therefore, it is certain that
for more efficiency the edge delay method should be used for
more congested core one.

We define a control node as the most congested node among
those where a burst passes through. In addition, we call the
remaining nodes in the route remote nodes. The control node
gives additional delay time information to ingress edge node
to avoid contention, but remote nodes have no privilege to do
so.

Fig. 2. Avoiding contention with the proposed method. The minimum
delaying time is calculated at the control node.

In other words, this means that only at the control node,
the burst flow can be allowed to avoid the burst contention
during its burst reservation at the node. When doing so, the
control packets announce the rescheduled information to all
other nodes in its route and also informs the additional delay
time to ingress edge node.

How to find out the control node of a burst? In our method,
we compare the number of competing flows at the core nodes
where the burst traverse, because the probability of contentions
would be getting higher where burst flows are aggregated
more. In the proposed method, a burst flow must have a single
control node in its own path.

2) Decision of edge delaying time: Our strategy is finding
minimum additional time that can make a reservation of the
burst successfully. In Fig. 2, this procedure is described.
At the control node, control packet attempts to reserve the
corresponding burst and just finds that there is no room for it.
In conventional method, the reservation is failed and the burst
will be dropped. In the proposed method, the control node
calculates minimum additional time that provides a room for
avoiding contention. If there is sufficient room for reservation
already, then the additional delay time for the ingress edge
buffer is surely determined to 0. This additional time is
informed to the ingress edge of the burst.

B. Proposed Edge Delay Protocol

1) Control packets: To implement the edge delay method in
OBS network, we need three different types of control packets
for each burst. These packets are designed for finding the
most congested node (control node) in its route and conveying
additional delay time information to its ingress edge and other
core nodes in its route. After the delay time is informed to the
ingress, the ingress edge holds the burst for the delay time to
prevent contentions in the control node. Other nodes reserve
the burst in their scheduler with reflecting on the delay time
for which the ingress edge will postpone.
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To complete these tasks, the edge delay method needs
distributed two-way reservation method as shown in Fig. 3,
which is similar to distributed WR-OBS implementation [7].
In nature, two-way reservation method has longer offset time
in order to compensate round trip time of the control packets.
However, it does not directly mean that bursts should suffer
from such a long delay. By using sophisticated aggregation
methods [8], this kind of delay can be reduced efficiently. We
introduce the three control packets for the proposed signaling
protocol below.

• Forward control packet (FCP): The ingress edge node
sends a FCP to the egress edge to select the control node
for its burst. The FCP compares the number of competing
burst flows at every core nodes in its route and decides
a single control node when it reaches the egress.

• Backward control packet (BCP): The egress edge node
will send a BCP back to the ingress edge node. There
is information about which core node is selected as the
control node in the BCP header. When the BCP arrives
at the control node, it requests additional delay time
information δs from the control node. After getting the
delay time, the BCP informs all the nodes of the delay
time until it reaches the ingress edge node.

• Reverse control packet (RCP): The control node will send
a RCP to the egress edge node just after it sends the BCP
to the ingress edge. The RCP also has additional delay
time information, and informs all the nodes about the
information until it reaches the egress edge node. With
the BCP and RCP, every core nodes in burst’s route are
able to know the additional delay time.

2) Burst reservation at core nodes: We define two separate
groups of the core nodes for the burst reservation: One group
(Group A) includes the nodes from the next node of the ingress
edge to the control node. The other group (Group B) includes
the nodes from the next node of the control node to the node
before the egress edge. The main difference between Group A
and B is which control packet is used for the burst reservation.

• Burst reservation in Group A nodes :
As shown in Fig. 3, the time gap between FCP arrival
time tFn and BCP arrival time tBn at the node n is denoted
by dF−B

n . In addition, the time gap between BCP arrival
time tBn and estimated burst arrival time tan is denoted by
DRB

n .
Assume that all core nodes have the same processing
delay dp. Then offset time of the node n which is carried
by the FCP is determined as bos − (n − 1)dp.
Using above information and additional delay time (δs)
informed from the BCP, the core node n knows when
to serve the burst. The arrival and departure time of the
burst, [tan, tdn], can be expressed by following equations.

[tan, tdn] = [tBn + DRB
n , tBn + DRB

n + Bs] (4)

DRB
n = bos − (n − 1)dp − dF−B

n + δs

• Burst reservation in Group B nodes :

Fig. 3. The protocol description of the edge delay method: The forward
control packets (FCP) probes and finds the control node in its route. The
backward control packet (BCP) and reverse control packet (RCP) inform the
other nodes of the additional delay time.

The time gap between BCP arrival time tBn and RCP
arrival time tBn is denoted by dB−R

n . In addition, the time
gap between RCP arrival time tRn and estimated burst
arrival time tan is denoted by DRR

n .
The core node n in Group B knows when to serve the
burst after the RCP comes. The arrival and departure
time of the burst, [tan, tdn], can be expressed by following
equations.

[tan, tdn] = [tRn + DRR
n , tRn + DRR

n + Bs] (5)

DRR
n = bos − (n − 1)dp − (dF−B

n + dB−R
n ) + δs

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Performance with Flow Control

To show the effectiveness of the proposed flow control
algorithm, the performance of conventional burst contention
resolution schemes with our flow control is compared with
that of the schemes without flow control. The conventional
schemes generate a burst by aggregating all the packets that
have arrived until the burst timer is expired. We conduct
all simulations by using ns-2 simulator [9], and below we
introduce the general contention-protecting schemes that we
use in simulation.

1) Randomized offset time [4]: To prevent repetitive con-
tention when using timer-based burst assembler, the
extra offset time δ(t) is changed randomly only when
collision is detected at ingress edge node. At every T ,
we update δs(t + 1) = [0, T − Bs(t)]

+ · u(0, 1) if loss
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is found and δs(t+1) = δs(t) otherwise, where u(0, 1)
is a uniformly distributed random number in [0,1].

2) Fiber Delay Lines (FDL) [2]: FDL provides optical
buffering capability to core nodes. The potential con-
tentions among bursts that slightly overlap can be re-
solved efficiently using FDL. In some cases, we set up
per port FDLs with its delay unit D = T/100, and vary
its buffer size N for maximum delay ND. Apparently,
if the size N is larger, more contentions can be resolved.

Throughout the simulations, we set T = 100µs at every
ingress edge node, and channel capacity Cλ = 10Gbps, ∀λ ∈ Λ
at every l ∈ L. The simulations are conducted only on a single
wavelength channel lλ because the proposed algorithm can be
applied to all wavelength channels, respectively. Each edge-
to-edge burst flow s ∈ Sλ is composed of 40 on-off traffic
sources which follow Pareto distribution with shaping factor
1.2. These aggregate sources emulate the Internet traffic.

In this environment, we adopt two performance metrics for
the comparison of efficiency. One is burst loss ratio, which is
the ratio of the number of lost bursts to the total number of
transmitted bursts. The other is goodput, which is the amount
of bursts per second that reached egress edge successfully.
Obviously, lower burst loss ratio and higher goodput represent
better efficiency in the OBS network.

In the single-link scenario, we use a dumbbell topology with
a single shared channel lλ, where 10 edge-to-edge burst flows
are contending for this bandwidth resource. In the non-flow
control case, we observe the performance by increasing the
traffic load until the sum of the average rate of each flow s ∈
Sλ is equal to Cλ, and in the flow control case, by increasing
the target utilization α with the maximum traffic load used
in the former case. Fig. 4 shows that in all four cases the
efficiency is improved when using flow control irrespective
of the underlying contention resolution mechanisms or FDL
buffer sizes. In other words, the burst loss ratio is decreased
at the same goodput level and in the other way, the goodput is
increased at the same burst loss level. In the figure, the result
of non-flow control actually illustrates the system performance
which is determined by underlying burst contention resolution
schemes and cannot be controlled. But, with our flow control,
it is possible to select an advantageous trade-off point between
two performance metrics by controlling the target utilization
(α). For instance, in Fig. 4 (a), α = 0.5 would be one of the
recommended values because if we select α larger than 0.5,
then the burst loss ratio increases considerably but the goodput
gain is very low. In a similar way, α = 1.0 can be a proper
choice in Fig. 4 (d) where enough optical buffers are used.

For the multiple-link scenario, we use a parking lot topology
with three bottleneck links as shown in Fig. 5. The traffic load
and the target utilization is varied as in the single-link scenario.

Fig. 6 (a)-(c) demonstrate that our flow control scheme
yields better efficiency than conventional non-flow control
scheme. Using the same load and α’s, we compare the fairness
in Fig. 6 (d), which shows that the proposed flow control
achieves much better fairness than the non-flow control where
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(b) FDL buffer size = 10
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0.8
0.9
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(c) FDL buffer size = 20

α=0.1
,0.2

0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6

0.70.8
0.9 1.0Load

=0.1 0.2 0.3 0.40.5
0.6
0.7

0.8
0.9
1.0

(d) FDL buffer size = 30

Fig. 4. Simulation results in single-link scenario (dumbbell topology) with
10 edge-to-edge flows: Better efficiency (lower burst loss ratio and higher
total goodput) with flow control than without flow control is shown in (a)-(d).

Fig. 5. Multiple-link simulation scenario in parking lot topology.

we use
(
∑

s∈Sλ

Gs
ws

)2

|Sλ|(
∑

s∈Sλ
( Gs

ws
)2)

as a fairness index with respect

to the average goodput Gs of the burst flow s normalized
by the theoretical proportional fair share ws. Here, |Sλ| is
the cardinality of Sλ. Obviously, the goodput approaches
proportional fairness as the fairness index approaches 1.
Accordingly, the fairness result shows that when using the
proposed flow control, the resource allocation approximately
satisfies proportional fairness regardless of target utilization.

B. Performance with Edge Delay Method

To demonstrate the efficiency of the edge delay method,
we plot the burst loss and corresponding goodput curves
again in the OBS network while comparing three different
contention resolution schemes; randomized offset time, FDLs,
and proposed edge delay method. For the fair comparison, we
run proposed flow control algorithm in all simulation settings.
With the edge delay method, the proposed two way reservation
signaling protocol is used, yet in other cases we assume that
the OBS network uses JET one-way reservation protocol.
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Fig. 6. Simulation results in multiple-link scenario (parking lot topology) :
Better efficiency (lower burst loss ratio and higher total goodput) with flow
control than without flow control is shown in (a)-(c). In (d), the fairness index
follows the notion of the proportional fairness when using flow control.

In the single-link scenario, a single core node is selected as
the same control node by all competing burst flows inherently;
hence edge delay method removes the contentions in that
node very effectively. In other words, all ingress edge nodes
cooperate to remove burst overlapping in that core node. The
performance comparison shows that loss ratio and goodput
curve of edge delay method is comparable to that of FDLs
with buffer size is 20 as shown in Fig. 7 (a). This means
that expensive optical device can be replaced by the cheap
electrical buffer at OBS network edge nodes. Even though
this single-link environment is the most favorable setting
to the edge delay method, the performance enhancement is
impressive.

In the multiple-link scenario, each burst flow hold specific
core node as its control node. So the other core nodes which
are called remote nodes can not expect that ingress edge
buffers will help them to prevent contentions. On the contrary,
when adopting FDLs in all core nodes, every core nodes can
use their buffering ability when they need it. Therefore the
benefit of the edge delay method should be reduced in the
large network when comparing with that in the single link
scenario. Nevertheless, the performance enhancement by the
proposed method shows that it is a lot better than without FDL
case, and is similar to that of FDLs with buffer size is 10 as
shown in Fig. 7 (b).

In these simulation studies, we show that proposed edge
delay method works better when the core network is more
centralized so that many flows share a few core nodes as
their control nodes. Exploring the amount of performance
enhancement depending on topologies can be valuable future

(a) Single-link scenario (b) Multiple-link scenario

Fig. 7. Comparison of the edge delay method and FDLs : Performance
enhancement with edge delay is comparable to that with FDLs size = 20 in
single-link scenario shown in (a), and FDLs size = 10 in multiple-link shown
in (b).

work.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the flow control algo-
rithm and edge delay method for OBS system. With the
flow control, the network achieves improved efficiency and
fairness compared to the case where only burst contention
resolution scheme is used, especially when the network is
congested by increased input traffic. With the edge delay
method, we can show that it provides the additional buffering
ability without expensive optical buffers, therefore reduces the
burst contention successfully. Two proposed algorithms can be
applied either jointly or separately in the OBS network.

An interesting future work is finding a contention resolution
mechanism that maximizes the OBS network performance
within the optimized flow control platform. It might be a
cross-layer optimization problem of burst contention and flow
control.
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